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In this article we’ll dive into the latest Arkham price prediction for 2023, 2025 and 2030, and its
potential prospects as a long-term investment.

 

Arkham (ARKM) is a cryptocurrency intelligence platform that analyzes blockchain transactions,
providing insights into entity identities and behaviors. ARKM token fuels the intel-to-earn economy,
offering rewards and discounts for user engagement. Arkham received $12 million in funding from
top tier crypto investors like DCG group, Coinbase Ventures, Tim Draper, Open AI CEO Sam Altman,
Arkham aims to enhance transparency and efficiency in digital asset markets.

 

The ARKM token is listed on multiple exchanges on July 18th, including Binance. Let’s check the
Arkham price prediction for 2023, 2025, 2030, and understand if buying ARKM coin in July is a good
idea.

 

What is Arkham?
Arkham is a crypto intelligence platform that systematically analyzes and deanonymizes blockchain
transactions, providing users with valuable insights into the identities and behaviors of entities
involved. Powered by the proprietary Ultra algorithm, Arkham links blockchain addresses to real-
world entities, enabling comprehensive analysis. The platform offers aggregated data, analytics, and
intelligence at scale, enhancing transparency and efficiency in crypto markets.

 

With its focus on entity-level intelligence, Arkham aims to provide a holistic view of the blockchain
ecosystem. Additionally, Arkham introduces the Arkham Intel Exchange, facilitating the buying and
selling of data to increase liquidity in the crypto intelligence market.
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The Utility of ARKM Token
The ARKM token has utility within the Arkham ecosystem as the currency of the intel-to-earn
economy. It offers incentives through ARKM Rewards, where users are rewarded for beneficial
actions like referrals and research production. ARKM Discounts provide up to a 60% discount on
platform payments and holding ARKM tokens. These discounts encourage platform adoption and
retention.

 

The utility of the ARKM token is further enhanced through its integration with the Arkham
ecosystem. The token grants access to the crypto intelligence services and tools provided by
Arkham. It also enables participation in grants for projects contributing to the ecosystem and allows
users to receive rewards from other blockchains for contributing on-chain analysis.

 

The ARKM token’s utility lies in its ability to incentivize active engagement, provide discounts for
platform usage, facilitate ecosystem contributions, and serve as a medium of exchange within the
Arkham ecosystem.

 

Arkham Price Prediction 2023
ARKM token is listed on 18th July, 2023. At the time of writing, ARKM token is trading at $0.68, with
a marketcap of $107,264,800. ARKM price prediction for 2023 suggest the token could be trading in
between $0.83 and $1.23.

 

With getting funded from top tier investors and getting listed on Binance on day 1, ARKM could be a
good opportunity for short term investment. However for long term, ARKM may not be a good option
as only 15% of the ARKM tokens are in circulation.
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Arkham Price Prediction 2025
ARKM price predictions for 2025 suggest a trading range of $2.18 to $2.60. With its unique features
as a crypto intelligence platform, ARKM has the potential to gain traction and enter the top 100
cryptocurrencies by market capitalization. The platform’s attraction to top investors and securing
funding positions it for growth.

 

Arkham Price Prediction 2030
Arkham is a popular project that gained a significant amount of popularity in a short amount of time.
As per the current performance analysis, Arkham is showing bullish growth. Our Arkham price
prediction 2030 forecasts that Arkham is expected to trade between $4.80 and $5.31 in 2030.

 

In closing, please know the forecast figures are generated using our price prediction tool and in that
matter, not a guarantee, that the actual price action will follow what we mentioned. Forecasts are
not immune to changing circumstances and will be updated with new developments. Always do your
own research and evaluate all necessary factors before making any investment.
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